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OUR NEW NAME:  Dial-Global Denver 

As you may know, this month Triton Media Group purchased Jones Media 
Group, including Jones Radio Networks, Jones TM and Jones MediaAmerica.  
Triton operates Dial-Global Networks, of which we are now a part.  While our 
email addresses will be changing, our mailing addresses and phone numbers will
be the same.  Most importantly, your network’s products and personnel are 
unchanged.
  

MARKETING YOUR STATION:  Why It’s Essential

“To us in the business, radio is a lifestyle.  A choice.  A way of life.  To listeners 
it’s an appliance.  Radio is free, so listeners don’t have a lot invested and don’t 
pay attention.  When you spend good money for something, you learn about the 
product to ease your anxiety.  With radio there is no purchase and no risk.“  
Those are words of wisdom worth repeating from Dr. Rob Balon of the 
Benchmark Company.  We may prefer not to believe them, but they are reality.

In Rob’s presentation “New Rules of the Ratings Game,” Rule #1 is “Never over-
estimate the product knowledge of your audience.”  His research on our key 
demos is enlightening:

35-44:  Women age 35 can only recall 1 or 2 stations.  Men can discuss 2 or 3 
stations.

45-54:  Male recall slows dramatically.  Women develop product ownership (“my 
station”).

Aggressive promotion, including off-air marketing, is critical to being top of mind
with Smooth Jazz listeners.  “The Arbitron diary is a blank page.  There are no 
prompts or choices.  The results reflect perceived behavior, not necessarily 
reality.”

The Personal People Meter will not arrive in your market for a long time.  Even 
when it does, marketing will be important to your station for recruiting new 
listeners.  Also, your station’s marketing is a valuable sales tool with your 
advertisers.  Beyond the obvious value of increasing the audience for their 
message, you are seen “practicing what you preach” about the importance of 
advertising.     



The most successful Smooth Jazz stations invest in marketing.  So what’s best?  
That will vary by market, but a media mix is effective.  A combination of TV and 
outdoor is powerful, but keep the messages simple, as in our Smooth Jazz TV 
spot.  Billboards should contain just a few words, and the words should be huge.
Drivers have only a moment to read them.  The impression they get will be much 
greater if they can read the board from a longer distance.  Direct mail? The 
volume of it is on the increase, along with the tendency to ignore or resent it, 
especially among our listeners.   Database marketing, on the other hand, is 
inexpensive and will help you to bond with your existing audience.  Visibility 
through station events can stimulate word-of-mouth, which is always the best 
advertising of all.   

SALES:  Listener Vacation Plans

On June 19 here’s what our Online Music Panel respondents told us that their 
households had planned between now and the end of 2008:

Hotel, motel or resort 55%
Road trip by car of over 500 miles round trip 48%
Domestic airline travel 33%
Cruise 10%
International airline travel   7%
Train   7%
Bus   3%
Ship luggage ahead of flight   1%  

Sample: 216 persons 25-64

MORNING FEATURES YOU CAN SPONSOR

Dial-Global’s weekday Smooth Jazz morning show with John Evans includes four
short features that you can sponsor locally.  They all occur at the bottom of the 
hour:

6:30 AM ET:  The Human Condition.  Feature stories and human-interest items 

7:30 AM ET:  Music News.  Items about Smooth Jazz artists and their new 
releases

8:30 AM ET:  The Tech Ticker.  Stories about consumer technology – 
computers, the internet, mobile phones, etc.  

9:30 AM ET:  Entertainment News:  Items of interest to our demographic, from 
the world of television, movies, etc. 



The air times are approximate.  All the features are about one-minute long.  Each
one is followed immediately by a local stopset, which is 3:30 in length.  If you fill 
that break you can come out of any of these features and sell an adjacent minute
to a local advertiser.  The local spot can start with a sponsor billboard as part of 
their 60-second copy.
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